
Smartsheet Backup
Best Practices



What is Smartsheet? 

Smartsheet is a spreadsheet-based work management tool that monitors projects, 
collaborates with teams, and manages tasks. Its popularity comes from appealing to 
various business users, particularly project managers. Smartsheet differs from standard 
project management applications in that it focuses on collaborative components of 
project management rather than schedules and tasks for a single user. 

Planning, tracking, automating, and reporting  

Smartsheet allows you to invite people to use your sheet  

You can also send reports to your teammates and save them as 
PDF, Excel, or Google Sheets files

Critical features of Smartsheet include  
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Why organizations need Smartsheet backup

Smartsheet allows users to add details to “sheets,” such as description, status, due dates, 
and assigned teams. Project managers handle immense amounts of sensitive data from 
different departments organization wide. Without reliable Smartsheet backup tools, 
organizations are exposed to several risks.

Implementing Smartsheet backup best practices can help protect your company’s data 
against accidental damage. It also mitigates unavoidable consequences of human errors. 
Choose the best Smartsheet backup solution to minimize risks and maximize benefits.

IT administrators need Smartsheet automatic backup for continuous backup 
to reduce human errors and accidental deletions.

Relying on a one-time or weekly recurring backup offered by Smartsheet 
doesn’t guarantee reliable protection against data loss.

IT administrators need a robust Smartsheet backup solution to revert to a 
previous version of a sheet online.

Best practices implementing backup for Smartsheet  

FluentPro Backup for Smartsheet provides reliable data protection by backing up and 
restoring data automatically.

Using FluentPro Backup, you can choose which projects, tasks, resources, and 
groups to back up.

This solution allows you to set up scheduled or on-demand backups.

FluentPro Backup runs backups continuously and saves project versions 
whenever changes are made.

In case of data loss or accidental deletion, restore the specific sheet or data 
from the point-in-time project version.
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FluentPro Backup runs on the highly secure Microsoft Azure, providing reliable security 
for your data from Smartsheet. It helps reduce human errors and avoid any chance of the 
data loss. FluentPro Backup is the best backup solution for the Smartsheet platform. 

Avoid risks – Secure your data in Smartsheet  

Accidental deletions can wipe mission-critical data, causing lengthy downtimes and 
delays. Moreover, a single erroneous click can increase IT costs or derail entire projects. 
To secure your data, adopt an efficient Smartsheet backup solution. 
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Benefits of using FluentPro Backup for Smartsheet

FluentPro Backup for Smartsheet offers reliable protection against damaging 
consequences. This solution addresses all possible risks related to human errors and 
provides exceptional data security. There are numerous benefits of using FluentPro 
Backup to implement Smartsheet backup best practices.

Save time: Smartsheet automatic backup eliminates complexities and 
repetitive tasks in your backup process. It can reduce your workload and save 
you time.

Eliminate errors: FluentPro Backup is a fully automated solution that 
provides error-free backups on schedule or demand.

Avoid data loss: You can restore accidentally deleted or corrupted data from 
up-to-date backup copies by creating a continuous backup. It can help you 
avoid data loss.

Data security: FluentPro Backup stores data in Microsoft Azure to provide 
exceptional Smartsheet enterprise security. It encrypts data with reliable 
protocols, ensuring high confidentiality.

Schedule a free assessment to
find out how FluentPro Backup
can help your business.
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